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Ilford Multigrade Paper provides the
means of printing all types of negatives,
hard or soft, thin or dense, from one box
of paper. When you buy Multigrade you
choose the surface without worrying
about the contrast grade; the paper
itself contains the key to the problem of
contrast. T h e explanation is that Multigrade Paper changes its contrast according to the colour of the light used
for printing—the more yellow the light
the harder the print. Thus a single box
of Multigrade Paper with a range of
three yellow filters of increasing depth
provides the equivalent of four wellspaced contrast grades.

MULTIGRADE FILTERS
T h e filters are normally sold in sets of three, made up from varnished
gelatin film mounted in convenient cardboard holders. T h e palest yellow
filter is labelled Low Contrast, the next Medium Contrast and the deepest
High Contrast. Multigrade filters are of very high optical quality and
are so thin that successive exposures may be made through them without
risk of displacing the image.
DARKROOM ILLUMINATION
T h e darkroom must be lighted with care. Use Ilford S Safelight, No. 902
(light brown) for the darkroom lamp and Ilford Filter No. 205 (red)
for the enlarger cap. Avoid scattered light from the enlarger and from
any other source, such as an incompletely fitting negative mask.
T R Y I N G OUT T H E P A P E R FOR T H E F I R S T T I M E
Select a negative of medium contrast and place it in the carrier of the
enlarger. By the usual test-strip method, and with the Medium Contrast
filter held in the beam of light, find the exposure required to give
approximately the correct density in the middle tones of the print when
developed in ID-20 or PFP for 2 minutes at 68° F. (20° C ) . Now make
an exposure for the time already determined on each of four sheets of
paper, using for the first no filter and for the others each of the three
filters in turn. Develop all the prints for the same time. The results will

be somewhat as follows:—
Filter
Appearance of print
None
Very flat and somewhat too heavy
Low Contrast
Flat
Medium Contrast
Satisfactory in contrast and density
High Contrast
H a r d and somewhat too light
Should the assessment of the negative have been misplaced, the most
satisfactory print will be with one of the other filters, Low or High
Contrast.
NORMAL
PRINTING TECHNIQUE
T h e experiment just described serves to demonstrate how Multigrade
Paper behaves. In the ordinary way, only one sheet of paper will need
to be exposed, using the filter judged appropriate to the negative in
question. If the result is not quite satisfactory at the first attempt, a
suitable change of filter will be made for the corrected print and, at the
same time, allowance for the increased or decreased light absorption of
the new filter will be included in any exposure adjustment found
necessary. Relative to that for the Medium Contrast filter, the exposures for the other filters are as shown in the following table:—
Filter
Exposure time
None
Low Contrast
Medium Contrast
High Contrast
These figures apply to enlargers fitted with tungsten lamps.
M E T H O D S FOR F I N E R C O N T R O L
Mixed light technique. Still finer control of contrast can be obtained with
Multigrade by using mixed light with exposure partly through the High
Contrast filter and partly without any filter at all. T h e following is a
suggestion for doing this. First make test strip prints without a filter to
find the time needed to print the middle tones of the negative to correct
depth. Then use the following table to allot the times of the filtered and
unfiltered portions of the subsequent mixed light exposure. T h e unit of
time in the table is one-tenth of the time required to make the test print
already mentioned.
Relative times of exposure
No filter
High contrast filter
10
8
6
4
2
0

o
6
12
18
24
30

Apparent contrast of
the paper
V e r y soft
Soft
Soft t o m e d i u m
Medium
Medium to hard
Hard

HOW MULTIGRADE WORKS

Ring filter in the enlarger lens. A convenient method of applying the
principle described in the last paragraph is to use a ring filter in the
lens of the enlarger.
For this, the user should cut a hole in the centre of a circle of the
standard High Contrast filter. T h e hole should be equal in diameter
to the smallest aperture of the lens. T h e filter should then be inserted
between the lens components so that it lies close to the diaphragm.
With the lens fully stopped down, the light used in enlarging will thus
be unfiltered. As the aperture is opened, more and more of the light
reaching the easel will be modified by the filter. A small amount of
experimental work with the enlarger so fitted will provide the necessary information to make a working chart showing the contrast resulting
from each aperture setting. Circles of the High Contrast filter (unmounted) are obtainable for this technique.
If exposures with a filter cut as described above are too long, the
central hole can be made somewhat larger, at the expense of some loss
of contrast control at the high-contrast end of the scale.
Local control of contrast. Some subjects comprise two distinct regions of
brightness and result in negatives which are often very difficult to print.
For example, landscape negatives frequently contain an area of cloud
and sky which is dense and hard, while the rendering of foreground
detail is both thin and soft. When such a negative is printed to sufficient
depth to record the clouds, the foreground is already so heavily exposed
as to obscure most of the detail. T h e common way of printing negatives
of this kind is by some method of local shading, but with Multigrade it
is possible to obtain better results by combining this with a slight variant
of the mixed light technique just described, thus making allowance for
the difference in contrast between the thin and the dense areas of the
negatives.
First of all, the complete sheet of paper is exposed through the High
Contrast filter to such an extent that the foreground is of correct depth;
this exposure is then followed by a white light (unfiltered) exposure of
the sky only, during which further printing of the foreground is prevented by local shading. If the contrast of the sky is not sufficient to
warrant using Multigrade at its softest, the Low Contrast filter can be
employed for the second exposure if desired.
How to deal with extremely soft and extremely hard negatives. A certain
amount of control is possible in development. Short development times
lead to slightly increased contrast and long development times to slightly
decreased contrast. This behaviour, which is the reverse of experience
with normal enlarging papers, results from the special nature of the
Multigrade emulsion. Hence, for printing from very thin or other
very low contrast negatives, use the High Contrast filter, give rather

full exposure, and restrict development to about 1½ minutes at 6 8 ° F .
( 2 0 ° C ) . For very contrasty negatives give rather short exposure without a filter, and prolong development to about 3 minutes.
ILLUMINANT
Multigrade paper is intended to be used with tungsten filament lamps.
It will also, however, work with white cold cathode light, but the exposure times are then much more influenced by the filters, (the exposure
factors are approximately 1/3 for the Low Contrast, 1 for the Medium
Contrast and about 3 for the High Contrast filter) and may prove
rather long in some circumstances. Except with the High Contrast filter,
which gives similar results with both forms of illumination, contrast
when using cold cathode light is lower than with tungsten light.
MAINTENANCE

OF

FILTERS

Keep the filters free from dust. Use a soft camel-hair brush for dusting
so as to avoid scratching. T h e filters may be gently wiped with a damp
soft cloth; be careful not to allow droplets of water to form on the surface.
If any filter is abraded to such an extent that image quality suffers it
should be discarded. Individual replacement filters can be purchased.
MULTIGRADE

FILTER

SUPPORT

A special support is available for holding Multigrade filters below the
lens of the enlarger. This leaves both hands free for control in enlarging.
T h e support is adjustable to suit most vertical enlargers having a tubular
column.
VARIATION

OF T I M E OF D E V E L O P M E N T TO SUIT D I F F E R E N T
T E M P E R A T U R E S U S I N G I D - 2 0 O R PFP

Development at a temperature of 6 8 ° F . ( 2 0 ° C . ) is recommended as
standard whenever possible. Should development at other temperatures
within the range 6 o ° F - 7 5 ° F ( 1 6 0 C . - 2 4 0 C . ) be unavoidable, times
which would be suitable at 68° F. should be increased or decreased by
appropriate amounts within the limits indicated in the table below.

C H O I C E OF SURFACES
Ilford Multigrade paper is available in two surfaces, Glossy and Velvet
Stipple. Glossy is supplied in single weight (MG.IP) and double
weight ( M G . I K ) , Velvet Stipple in double weight (MG.26K) only.

